4AT PREWIRED DUAL SERVICE
EVOLUTION™ RECESSED POKE-THRU
DEVICE, SURFACE STYLE COVER,
ALUMINUM

4ATCP2RAL | Wiremold

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Designed for retrofit and new construction, Evolution Series 4" Recessed Poke-Thru devices provide convenient access to power, communications, and audio/video services recessed below floor level - providing maximum device protection. With 2 Gangs of capacity, you will be able to configure services for the needs of your space. The low-profile metal covers are available in brushed aluminum, satin brass, satin nickel, and multiple powder-coated finishes designed to match any space. Evolution Series 4" Poke-Thru devices are the perfect fit for kiosks, training rooms, classrooms, healthcare facilities or commercial buildings with open-space architecture.

• Prewired assembly: Save on labor with a completely assembled, prewired poke-thru.
• Recessed devices: All power, communications and AV devices are recessed below floor level, providing maximum protection and device longevity.
• "Step-on-it" installation: Quick and easy installation without the need for additional fasteners or a second installer.
• Unique cover design: The cover opens a full 180 degrees with two unique spring-loaded slide egress doors to keep wires, connections and people safe.
• Multiple finishes: Evolution Series Poke-Thru Devices are available in multiple finishes, (BK) black, (GY) gray, (NK) nickel, (BS) brass, (BZ) bronze, (AL) aluminum, (AA) brushed aluminum, (SB) satin brass, and (SN) satin nickel to seamlessly match your environment.
• Surface style cover assemblies: A surface style cover is for mounting on top of the finished floor surface. The surface cover is designed to be used for carpet, tile, wood, polished concrete, or terrazzo.
• Open system for expanded compatibility: Accepts industry standard power, communications and AV devices from most manufacturers including Legrand AVIP, Extron® and more.
• 2 hour fire rating: Evolution Series Poke-Thru Devices use an intumescent material that maintains the fire rating of any floor for up to 2 hours.
• Meets ADA accessibility guidelines: Wide trim flange is designed to meet the ADA Accessibility Guidelines as it pertains to ADA Standard 4.5 which addresses changes in floor and ground surface levels. The poke-thru trim flanges are beveled so the slope is no greater than 1:2 ratio.
• UL Listed and UL fire classified to U.S. and Canadian safety standards: UL Fire rated for up to 2-hour rated floors maintains the fire classification of the floor.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Color: Aluminum
Available Colors: Black, Gray, Brass, Nickel, Bronze, and Aluminum
Product Series: Evolution
LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

cULus: Yes

DIMENSIONS

Diameter (US): 5 1/2 in
Height (US): 18 9/16 in
Weight: 3.975
Hole Size: 4”

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material: Aluminum, Steel, Plastic

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE

Country Of Origin: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Buy American Act Status: Buy American Act Compliant